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ABSTRACT
Our eyes collect a considerable amount of information when
we use them to look at objects. In particular, eye movement
allows us to gaze at an object and shows our level of interest
in the object. In this research, we propose a method that
involves real-time measurement of eye movement for human
memory enhancement; the method employs gaze-indexed
images captured using a video camera that is attached to
the user’s glasses. We present a prototype system with an
infrared-based corneal limbus tracking method. Although
the existing eye tracker systems track eye movement with
high accuracy, they are not suitable for daily use because
the mobility of these systems is incompatible with a high
sampling rate. Our prototype has small phototransistors,
infrared LEDs, and a video camera, which make it possible
to attach the entire system to the glasses. Additionally, the
accuracy of this method is compensated by combining image
processing methods and contextual information, such as eye
direction, for information extraction. We develop an infor-
mation extraction system with real-time object recognition
in the user’s visual attention area by using the prototype
of an eye tracker and a head-mounted camera. We apply
this system to (1) fast object recognition by using a SURF
descriptor that is limited to the gaze area and (2) descrip-
tor matching of a past-images database. Face recognition
by using haar-like object features and text logging by using
OCR technology is also implemented. The combination of
a low-resolution camera and a high-resolution, wide-angle
camera is studied for high daily usability. The possibility of
gaze-guided computer vision is discussed in this paper, as is
the topic of communication by the photo transistor in the
eye tracker and the development of a sensor system that has
a high transparency.

Categories and Subject Descriptors
H.5.2 [Information Interfaces and Presentation]: User
Interfaces—Theory and methods
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1. INTRODUCTION
Lifelog systems have been a topic of considerable research

[3]. The development of a lifelog computing system has led
to the hope that the human memory can be augmented. For
extracting beneficial information from augmented human
memory, we consider the “five W’s and one H” (Who, What,
When, Where, Why, and How). These provide very impor-
tant contextual information. Location estimation methods
can answer “Where” [12], and a wearable camera can pro-
vide the other information. However, we cannot accurately
detect a person’s actions by using only image information.
According to visual lifelog researches, it is definitely neces-
sary to extract important parts of life events from enormous
amounts of data, such as people, objects, and texts that we
pay attention to. Therefore, we consider using eye activity
for obtaining contextual information.

Eye tracking has been extensively studied in medical, psy-
chological, and user interface (UI) researches [5, 6] for more
than a century. The study of eye tracking has provided us
with a considerable amount of information such as gazed
object, stress, concentration ratio, and degree of interest in
the objects [4]. Interaction research using eye tracking has
been studied. In particular, in this field, wearable comput-
ing research has been actively studied using eye movements
(gaze information) because wearable devices allow intuitive
and free-hand control [17].

Even though the current eye tracking method was devel-
oped several decades ago, it still involves the use of headgear
with horns that are embedded camera or requires electrodes
to be pasted on the user’s face and/or other large-scale sys-
tems to be used for a psychological experiment. In other
words, this system currently cannot be used for daily activi-
ties. In this case, a“daily usable system”means a commonly
acceptable system that can be used in public in daily life.
Moreover, making the system accurate as well as portable
is a complicated task. A daily usable system for eye activ-
ity sensing could be utilized in many research areas such as
wearable computing.
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Figure 1: Concept of the eye enhanced lifelog computing

In this research, for human memory enhancement, we
examine a method to extract significant information from
large-scale lifelog data by using eye activity information.
We develop a new method that involves real-time measure-
ment of eye movements for automated information extrac-
tion. The method makes use of gaze-indexed images cap-
tured by a video camera and an eye tracker with a low ac-
curacy but a high wearability; both the camera and the eye
tracker are attached to the user’s glasses.

2. EYE-ENHANCED LIFELOG COMPUTING
Lifelog with a surrounding video image can give us a con-

siderable amount of information. On the other hand, hu-
mans obtain surrounding information from their eyes and
gaze at interesting objects. However, it is impossible to
record this type of information by using only a camera. Con-
sequently, first, the gazed information is detected from a
video. Then, the gazed objects and the user’s state are ex-
tracted from the video and the eye movement. After this,
related information is retrieved by the extracted informa-
tion. Finally, the results are added to lifelog as shown in
Figure 1. For such reasons, we need to record three types of
eye activity —gaze direction, eye movement, and eye
blink frequency— for using lifelog and UI methodology.
Details of each type of eye activity are explained in this sec-
tion.

2.1 Gaze Direction
It is di!cult to extract significant information from the

video image of large-scale personal life log data. For exam-
ple, omnidirectional-camera video images contain a consid-
erable amount of information that is not related to human
memories; the camera image may not relate to the gazed
object. Therefore, it is di!cult to know which objects are
being focused on only from the images. In this research, ob-
taining a video lifelog with gaze information is our objective.
Gazed objects such as faces and texts are extracted from a
video lifelog, and this information is used for understanding
whom you met, what you saw, and what you were interested
in.

Gaze direction is used for pointing in the UI research area;
however, it is well known that has “Midas touch problem”
and that it is di!cult to use gaze direction without a trigger
such as a key input [8].

2.2 Eye Movement
Not only the gaze direction but also the eye movement has

meaning. In particular, microsaccade indicates the target
of one’s potential interest [4]. The microsaccade is a very
quick eye movement, almost 600!/s, and it is a spontaneous
movement caused when the eye gazes at stable targets. The
frequency and direction of this movement change depending
on the person’s interest in the target. The measurement of
this movement makes it possible to know human suscepti-
bilities. The holding time of a gazed object is a conscious
movement, and the saccadic movement is an unconscious
movement. Therefore, it is possible to extract more informa-
tion from a susceptible mind by the measurement of saccadic
movements.

2.3 Eye Blink Frequency
Previous research shows that eye movements can provide

information about a person’s condition. For example, the
eye blink frequency shows the person’s degree of concentra-
tion on his/her work [15].

The eye blink frequency decreases when a person concen-
trates on his/her work. In contrast, the frequency increases
when he/she is not very focused on his/her work. Therefore,
the measurement and detection of the eye blink frequency
can estimate the person’s level of concentration. The eye
blink has several characteristics. It is a motion that is ap-
proximately 150 ms fast. An involuntary eye blink is an
automatic eye blink that has a shorter motion time than
the voluntary eye blink, which is a conscious eye blink.

3. DESIGN OF EYEGLASS-EMBEDDED EYE
ACTIVITY SENSOR

3.1 Requested Specification for Eye Sensing
The capability requirement is discussed in Section 2. Eye

movements are typically classified as ductions, versions, or
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Figure 2: Prototype eye gaze recognizer with camera for lifelog

vergences. Eye movement has several moving speeds. There
are several types of high-speed eye movements. For exam-
ple, the microsaccade frequency is more than 1000 Hz, and
the eye blink speed is around 150 ms. The method must dis-
tinguish precisely between eye movement and blinks for an
accurate detection of eye movements. Further, the human
view angle is almost 160! for each eye. Therefore, a 5! res-
olution is su!cient for information extraction because this
system aims not only to achieve a high accuracy but also
extract information by a daily usable system using a com-
bination of eye activity information and image processing
methods.

3.2 Eye-tracking Technology Candidates
There are several types of eye trackers. In this study, we

consider in four di"erent trackers:

Camera based system: The video-based systems [9, 11]
can capture a gaze texture image. This is the most com-
monly used tracker; however, it requires an extremely so-
phisticated optics system having a light source, lenses, and
half mirrors. Additionally, it requires a large (table top
size) measurement system for quick eye movements (over
1000 Hz). Scale-wise, it is possible to develop a smaller
system; however, currently, such a system cannot measure
high-speed eye movements.

Search coil and Optical lever: These methods [13, 18]
are used for laboratory experiments in a certain region of
space. However, these methods are not user friendly as the
users are expected to wear special contact lenses that using
a negative pressure on their eyes.

Electrooculogram (EOG): Eyes have a steady electric
potential field, and this electric signal can be derived by us-
ing two pairs of contact electrodes that are placed on the
skin around one eye. This is a very lightweight approach [2]
and can work if the eyes are closed. However, it requires an
eye blink detection method and has other issues. For exam-
ple, an electrode is required and is a"ected by electronoise.

Infrared corneal limbus tracker: An infrared corneal
limbus tracker [14] is also a very lightweight tracker. It can
be built by using a light source (infrared LED) and light
sensors (phototransistor) and only requires very low com-
putational power. This approach is also a"ected by noise
from environmental light. However, this is a very simple
approach; no electrodes are required. This approach can

su!ciently detect eye blinks. Therefore, it has a high con-
structability for daily use.

Therefore, we use an “infrared corneal limbus tracker” in
our study. This method has a lower accuracy than the
method of search coil and optical lever. However, our pur-
pose is to extract significant information; hence, the accu-
racy of this method can be enhanced by combining image
processing methods and contextual information such as eye
direction.

3.3 Prototype of Eye Activity Sensor
Four phototransistors and two infrared LEDs are mounted

on the eye glassed as shown in Figure 2. A small camera is
mounted on the glasses for recording surrounding informa-
tion, and not for eye tracking. An infrared LED and four
phototransistors are mounted inside of the glasses.

The infrared light is reflected by the eye surface and is
received by the phototransistor. These sensor values throw
to instrumentation amplifier and analog/digital (AD) con-
version, then input to the microprocessing unit (MPU). In
this study, ATmega128 from Atmel is used for the MPU and
AD conversion. The MPU clock frequency is 16 MHz, and
the AD conversion time is 16µs per channel.

Before the measurement, the head position and the display
are fixed for a calibration, and then, the display shows the
targets to be gazed in the calibration (Figure 3). The sensor
wearer gazes at the target object on the display, and the
MPU records the sensor value. One target has 240 points
(W 20 points x H 12 points) and each points are gazed for 1
second. After the calibration, the system estimates the gaze
direction by using the recorded data. The recorded data
and sensor value are compared first. Then, the center of
gravity is calculated from the result in order to estimate the
gaze direction. Simple method is enough for this research
because only gaze area in the picture is needed to know for
using information extraction system.

3.4 Life Events Extracting System
When an infrared limbus tracking method is used, the

sensor value is changed rapidly by eye blinking. The speed
is approximately 150 ms, as shown in Figure 4. Therefore,
the system can simply distinguish between blinks and other
eye movements. Further, the system extracts information
as face, texts, and preregistered objects. Pre-registered ob-
jects are recognized in real time by the user’s visual attention
area. We use fast object recognition by using the SURF [1]
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Figure 3: A calibration method for the gaze recog-
nizer system. The head position and the display are
fixed for a calibration and then the display shows
targets. A user gazes target object on the display
and MPU records sensor value.
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Figure 4: An example of a fluctuation in the sensor
data by an eye blink
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Figure 5: Image feature extraction by SURF [1], for
real time object recognition
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Figure 6: An example graph of eye blink frequency

descriptor for matching images that is limited to the gazed
area with the past-images database (Figure 5).

Face recognition using haar-like objects by “OpenCV Li-
brary1” is implemented for logging of “When I meet some-
one.” This method can extract the human face first, and
then the system records the time, location, and face image.

Additionally, text logging with the OCR technology“tesseract-
ocr2” is implemented. This system can extract a clipped im-
age, wherein it is clipped that gazed area of head-mounted
camera image. This system attempts to extract text from
these clipped images. Finally, the extracted text is recorded
along with time and location data for life logging.

4. CASE STUDY USING PROTOTYPE SYS-
TEM

4.1 Preliminary Experiment
An infrared limbus tracker is a commonly used tracker;

therefore, the detail of hardware evaluation experiment is
spared. We checked the specifications of the proposed proto-
type system. More than 99% of the eye blinks were detected
in 3 min. Very slow eye blinks caused the 1% failure of de-
tection. The gaze direction angle was 5!, and the processing
rate was set as 160 Hz in the preliminary experiments.

4.2 Concentration State Measurements
Our system can detect eye blinks with a high accuracy.

We recorded the eye-blink detection and the user’s tasks for
approximately 1 hour, as shown in Figure 6. The results
showed that the eye blink frequency changed with a change
in the tasks. The frequency was slower when the user con-
centrated on the objects. Therefore, the system could tell
the user’s concentration states and we consider that can use
for human interface technique such as displaying and anno-
tation.

4.3 Life Event Extraction
The proposed method in this study extracts pre-registered

objects, human face, and character by using images and eye
gaze information. Figures 7 and 8 show the extraction of
objects such as posters. In this situation, the user observes
each poster of the 100 pre-registered posters in the room.

1http://opencv.willowgarage.com/wiki/
2http://code.google.com/p/tesseract-ocr/
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Figure 7: Photographs of experimental environment
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Figure 8: Object recognition scene by proposed sys-
tem. This figure shows that the object recognition
system can identify two di!erent objects next each
other.

The IDs of these extracted objects are logged with time, ac-
tual images, and the eye direction when the system detects
the pre-registered objects, as shown in Figure 9. Figure 10
shows the optical character reading of the gazed informa-
tion. An image of the gazed area is clipped, characters are
extracted from the clipped image. Additionally, the face
image is extracted along with the actual time, as shown in
Figure 11. Usually, when multiple people stand in front of
the camera, such as in a city or a meeting room, the normal
recorded video image does not tell you who you are looking
at. However, this method can pick up who you are looking
at by using gaze information. Our system can handled with
multiple objects that shown up in head-mounted camera.
Finally, these three pieces of data are logged automatically.

5. HIGHER REALIZATION OF DAILY US-
ABILITY AND FUTURE POSSIBILITES

From these case studies, it is concluded that information
extraction by means of image processing requires the use of
a wide-angle, high-resolution camera for providing more ac-
curate information. However, it is di!cult to mount such a
device on a person’s head. Moreover, the prototype of the
infrared limbus tracker is very small, but the phototransis-
tors obstruct the user’s view. In this section, a combination
of a wide-angle, high-resolution camera and a head-mounted
camera along with the limbus tracker structure without pho-
totransistors is discussed.

5.1 Combination with High Resolution Wide
Angle Camera

Having a large-size camera such as a commercially used
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Figure 9: Gaze direction and extraction results (ID
0 means no objects was extracted)
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Figure 10: An example image of OCR extraction for
clipped image by gaze information using tesseract-
ocr

! !

Figure 11: An example image of face extraction.
Faces are extracted from clipped image of head-
mpunted camera by gaze information.
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Figure 12: An example image of view point in wide-
angle camera by head-mounted camera. Gazed po-
sition in head-mounted camera is known, thus it is
possible to project gaze position to high resolution
camera image by using position relation of two im-
ages.

USB camera mounted on the head interferes in daily commu-
nication. Therefore, we embed a very small, poor-resolution
camera for capturing the surrounding information in the eye
tracker. Hence, this camera can be integrated into the user’s
eye glasses and can capture the user’s actual view. On
the other hand, the small camera has a very poor perfor-
mance, and it is di!cult to obtain a high frame rate and
a high resolution by using such a camera. Therefore, the
image processing of information extraction methods is at
times not possible. Therefore, we consider a strap-on cam-
era (such as SenseCam [7] that can be dangled around one’s
neck) that has fewer problems than a head-mounted cam-
era. Strap-on cameras do not disturb any communication
and can be attached to the body more easily than a head-
mounted camera. Therefore, we can use a high-resolution
camera with wide-angle lens. This prototype system com-
pares the SURF descriptor between the head-mounted cam-
era and the strap-on camera and then calculates the homog-
raphy matrix. From the results, we can identify the focus
of the head-mounted camera from the strap-on camera’s im-
ages. As a result, a high-resolution image can be used for
the information extraction, as shown in Figure 12.

5.2 Improving Transparency of Eye-tracker
Developing a new system for daily use that is so comfort-

able that the user is not even aware of wearing it is our
long-term objective. The infrared limbus tracker has a very
simple mechanism; therefore, it has highly possibility that
modification of camera based system. This tracker does not
require lens and focal distance. The camera-based system
can use a half mirror to see the eye image; however, the sys-
tem has to be in front of the eyes, as shown in Figure 13.

Because of the above-mentioned reasons, we consider a
transmissive sensor system. The infrared limbus tracker
does not have a focal point unlike a camera, and it is easy
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Figure 13: Illustrations of transparent infrared
corneal limbus tracker

to design the light path, as explained in Figure 13. In this
figure, acrylic boards (refractive index = 1.49) are cham-
fered at approximately 30!, and an infrared reflection filter
is placed in between. The infrared light reflected by the eye
completely reflected in the acrylic material, and then, the
light is received by the phototransistor that is placed out of
the user’s view.

5.3 Modulated Light for Robustness Improve-
ment and Using for Information Transmis-
sion

Since the infrared cornea limbus tracker is a"ected by the
environmental light, this method needs to be devised such
that the infrared light can be modulated for a lock-in am-
plifier (also known as a phase-sensitive detector) [16]. In
other words, this tracker allows the measurement of envi-
ronmental light through a reflecting eye surface. In fact, the
embedded phototransistor received the modulated backlight
of the normal display from the user’s view during the ex-
periments. This phenomenon with a lock-in amplifier can
isolate the reflected light from the modulated tracker light
source that measures eye movements and the modulated en-
vironmental light. It is also possible to get information from
objects when the user gaze light sources as studied in [10].

6. CONCLUSIONS
In this research, we have described an infrared corneal lim-

bus tracker system to measure the eye activity for contextual
information obtained by information extraction from the
lifelog database. It is possible to use the proposed method
in daily life. In fact, we combined the low-accuracy, high-
wearability eye tracker and image processing methods in our
system. In the case study, we could detect the eye blinks
with a high accuracy and estimate the participant’s concen-
tration state. Then, we combined this tracker and an image
processing method such as face detection, OCR, and object
recognition. Our eye tracking system and eye activity infor-
mation successfully extracted significant information from
the lifelog database.

Finally, we discussed the possibility of developing a trans-
missive sensor system with an infrared corneal limbus tracker
and two cameras having di"erent resolutions for our long-
term objective of designing a system suitable for daily use.
In addition, since the eyes follow objects even when the
user’s body moves, information about the eye direction can
be used for image stabilization and it can be e"ective utilized
in image extraction methods. We believe this research can



contribute to the utilization of augmented human memory.
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